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ECO-HERO= PickUpLimes 

My all-time favorite Eco- Hero is Sadia Badiei. Sadia is a dietitian and 

healthy lifestyle blogger under the name ‘Pick Up Limes’. She is 

originally from Canada and now lives in the Netherlands. She 

promotes sustainable living, veganism, minimalism, positivity and 

overall wellness in all of her well- informed content. She has been 

inspiring me towards a balanced holistic lifestyle approach for the last 

two years I’ve been following her. Her aesthetic Instagram page and 

wisdom-filled YouTube videos are the standards I strive for in my own 

work.  

On her blog, saida says that she hadn’t always practiced a healthy 

lifestyle, for example, she explained that she aimed for vegetarianism back in college but mainly 

stuck to vegetarian junk food. Years later, she still struggled with being plant- based in 2014, 

especially before it arose as a trend. She said that she feared the aspects of uncertainty, insecurity, 

being confronted, instability and not being ready in the eyes of society. This led her to feel isolated 

for a while but her mentor and fellow dietician inspired her and gave her courage. Now, as a 

successful dietician, she says that she is plant- based first and foremost for health but also greatly 

takes ethical and environment into consideration.  

She concludes with her mission: “I'm simply sharing my reason for 

re-considering my dietary choices in hopes that it may inspire 

others that seek to improve the welfare of animals and planet, 

while reaping in some pretty desirable health benefits for 

themselves in the process. I hope with this site you’ll see that 

simple and satisfying dietary substitutes can change the world by 

one simple action: eating.”, which in my opinion, is pretty heroic.  

Some of my go- to videos from PickUpLimes:  

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a170TTaPt0 

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojFLLEdXIXk 

3 questions:  

- What inspired you to be a plant-based dietician and if you hadn't taken this career path what would you have 

liked to have done instead?  

- Was it hard to adapt mentally and emotionally to the drastically new environment, from Canada to the 

Netherlands? And what are some practices you may have adopted to make moving easier? 

- Do you have any favorite zero- waste recipes or recommend any Dutch zero- waste companies to support? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8a170TTaPt0


I found her e-mail address and sent her my questions: 

 

 

I’ll be sure to give an update on Instagram if she replies! (tagging@turninggreenorg) 

 

 

 

 

 

Another eco- hero of mine is the actress, Emma Watson. She spreads awareness and more importantly, ACTS 

on suitability in her fashion choices, even in such a pressuring industry. She is also a HUGE activist for women’s 

rights. My 3 questions for her would be: 

- How do you keep yourself motivated when the unsustainable wardrobe option is easier? 

- How was your experience with your collaboration with People Tree back in 2009? 

- Did you have to deal with negative government intervention while trying to produce more ethical/ 

sustainable products? 

Unfortunately, I couldn’t find a medium to come in direct contact with Emma Watson but hopefully, I can meet 

her one day! 


